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Our Promise

“Our Promise is to work together with The Villages Fire Department, the McClure Has Heart! volunteers and contributors to deliver the best possible community-based response to sudden cardiac arrest.”

McClure has Heart!
Neighbors Saving Neighbors
Meeting Overview

- Welcome and Introduction  
  Jim Love
- The survivor next door  
  Brent Anderson
- The value of AED  
  Lt. John Longacre
- The AED program in McClure  
  Jim Love
- McClure AED Budget  
  Mike Lima

- Neighborhood information and Program Sign-up
Welcome and Recognition

• McClure Has Talent and Experience
  • First Responders
  • Nurses and other medical personnel
  • Others experienced with CPR

• Leadership, Business and Organizational professionals
McClure Has Heart! volunteers
Many stories in McClure

Friend, Neighbor, Co-worker, Loved one stricken

Concerns with our own health
Survivor

Our neighbor
Brent Anderson
McClure Has Heart! Program Sponsor

Lt. John Longacre of The Villages Fire Department

• The value and ABCs of AEDs

John.longacre@districtgov.org
352-205-8280
The AED program in McClure

- The McClure Has Heart! AED program is modeled after the 200 other neighborhood programs in The Villages
The AED program in McClure

• McClure has approximately 786 homes and 1400 residents organized into 11 neighborhoods or “units”

  • The 11 neighborhoods are the basis for all activities

  • 21 AEDs

  • 70 responder households for at least 100 responders
McClure Neighborhoods and AEDs
Unified McClure

- Flexibility within neighborhoods
- Stable
- Efficient
- Synergistic
Timing

- The time to install the AED and get the program running will be determined by how quickly we can collect the needed money and recruit responders.

- We will work with faster moving neighborhoods to accelerate implementation, in a coordinated manner.
Funding

- Getting AEDs installed is an all-volunteer, grassroots, community funded effort.

- We, the people in this room, are best suited to get our neighbors to support the program in a timely manner.
Budget

• Mike Lima, Treasurer
Recognition

• Corrie Crum and Rhonda Lincoln
• Kathy Livermore
• Mike Lima
• Jean Calvert
• Tom Peck

• Other volunteers who collected contact information
  • Gary Adamson, Linda Conaway, Cindy Coolman, Sue Martenson, Sherrie Olson, Pat Quinn
Together with The Villages Fire Department we, *the people here today*, will work together to get the McClure Has Heart! AED program up and running as quickly as possible.
Summary

• The 11 neighborhoods are the basis for all activities

• We need to collect $105 from 550 households
• Working together, we will bring the McClure Has Heart! AED program vibrantly to life. Please join us!
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